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 BIN .CUE .TRK .VOB format) using the following commands: To mount an ISO image using mount: To mount an ISO image
using mount-2 or mount-3 and specify a specific device to mount it on: By default, mount will mount it on /mnt/ where is the
mountpoint created when the ISO is mounted. A different can be specified by using the -o option. To see the list of available

mountpoints: To create a mountpoint on the system: To create a mountpoint on the system for a specific ISO: To remove an ISO
mountpoint: To mount an ISO image, you must first burn the image to a writable medium. You can burn it to a CD or DVD as

follows: To burn the ISO image to a CD or DVD: ISO .BIN, .CUE, .TRK, .VOB, and .ISO formats ISO .BIN .CUE, .TRK,
and .ISO images are read only and cannot be altered. ISO .BIN, .CUE, .TRK, and .ISO images are split into several sectors and
stored on a disk in sectors that are called units. ISO .BIN, .CUE, and .TRK files have two main header sections at the front. The
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first section is called a table of contents, and this contains information such as the file length, data structure, and the type of
image (CUE or TRK). The second header section contains the content of the file. The second header section can be split into

several logical parts called "clusters". Each of these clusters starts with a magic number, also called a "header signature". For the
ISO .BIN, .CUE and .TRK files, the cluster magic numbers are: BIN2 - for sectors 0–15, the cluster magic number is: *.BIN2

BIN3 - for sectors 16–31, the cluster magic number is: *.BIN3 CUE1 - for sectors 32–39, the cluster magic number is: *.CUE1
CUE2 82157476af
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